SOLLECITO’S FAILED SUIT IN GENOA AGAINST 20 JUDGES & PROSECUTORS

SOME OF THE FACEBOOK COMMENTS OCTOBER 15 & 16 2020

Bernardini
What justice does not do, life does.
171 - Like - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:21 PM
Paola Bernardini replied - 39 replies

Domenico Ilacqua
I think the only thing you need to do is pray: pray for what you did in competition with others, pray for Meredith, and especially for the judges who "judged" you. The money your father put in did their job. The justice of men has absolved you, still waiting for Divine justice, it will come sure.
80 - Like - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:40 PM
Simone Militi replied - 9 replies

Andrea Atti
I still don't understand how between him, Knox and Guede only the poor black man was condemned for COMPETITION IN HOMICIDE.
Condemned only him in "COMPETITION", it already makes you laugh like that!
94 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:29 PM
Alberto Diamante replied - 33 replies

Ilia Scotto
And you have to stay on the broke..... because of what you have done. You have been absolved now the state will give it to you, but you will always remain one
Edited - 94 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:49 PM
Massimiliano Vetusti replied - 23 replies

Emanuela Cambuli
Raffaele with that money you bought your innocence, Rudy didn't have it, he's black and he's still in jail.
71 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:56 AM
Alberto Diamante replied - 4

Gianluca Bianchi
The drama in this sad story is unfortunately for poor Meredith Kercher and her family, no one else's but their own.
61 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:05 PM

Patrizia Sardo
And you and your friend destroyed a girl's life...only your little friend got it better than you!
Gabriella Giacchi replied - 34
Patrizia Maglicchetti
Walk to work’ that you are old enough!
51 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:09 PM
Alberto Diamante replied - 6

Carlo Londi
Lucky you, I to make a credit of €800, I had to ask permission to the European Central Bank.
44 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:17 PM
Carlo Londi replied - 7

Ermanno Gentili
Dear sollecito everyone knows your story so everyone knows it guilty or innocent only you know it ok? You ask for compensation ok!!!! Now I tell you my.... 6 years ago I was riding my bike with a friend of mine, a car coming out of a side road (near Genazzano via Prenestina vecchia) hit me right in the middle of the road and left me on the asphalt, not only did my friend run away and tried to get out of the road but he didn't make it in time to get the license plate. .... I've been in a wheelchair for 6 years with a prognosis c 2-c3 medullar.... I'm looking forward to the compensation of the victims of the road in the hope that I don't die.... so don't complain especially that your youth has some dark side
40 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:44 AM

Sebastian Rats
Super lawyers then go super paid, didn't you know that?
42 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:08 PM

Monique Agneau
The real drama is lived by the family of that poor girl who was killed.
46 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:29 PM

Michaela Di Vello
I'd say reopen the trial, so you won't have any money problems in the cooler. I never believed in your innocence.
35 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:44 PM
Rosario Giambona replied - 10

Silvia Cavallaro
Karma is a strange phenomenon: it always finds a way to make you pay the bill. Often the justice of men fails, he doesn't!
25 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:02 AM

Alberto Pardini
1.2 million debts are made by those who claim to have a standard of living above their possibilities, so "badly wanted is never too much". And let's also put "karma", which sometimes seems to work.
25 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 11:23 AM
Mary Bar replied - 1

Fiorella Tedeschi
The historical Nemesis always takes its course and arrives where human justice fails!
Fiorella Tedeschi replied - 2

Marco Delledonne
Let us remember that he was not found innocent by justice but previous trials were considered null and void due to the investigation.
22 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:37 PM

Fabrizio Sangiorgi
The drama is ours that we have yet to hear the complaints of a useless. Let's take care and deal with more serious problems
24 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:20 PM

Sabrina Lombardi replied - 6

Antonio Deidda
you know dear Sollecito, I think you've done well again............ the money, it comes and goes. But the poor girl's life is not, she won't come back anymore............. I just hope you can suffer more than her parents.
Antonio Deidda replied - 14

Toni Moore
Thank goodness you came out clean even though you didn't deserve it!!! The only one who has lost out was Meredith!!! Get yourself a little bit of a scene on TV so that you can collect a little money, even if I find it shameful that you are hosted in programs to cry misery! Go to work
27 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 8:01 PM

Adriana Polatti
I don't usually use vulgar expressions, but this time I really have to say that I don't give a c....!

Catia Fabiani
You are in good company with many others who go hungry.
Bianca Iori replied - 4 replies

Giovanna Benini
Just think, Meredith no longer has the most important thing, life, thanks to you and your accomplice...
17 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:51 PM
Oifla Icificap replied - 10
Cristina Patalini
I feel no pity
22 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:09 PM

Simone Zack Zaccherini
Because you had an image as well as a "too good" lawyer...? I remember that there is someone who is serving a sentence for "conspiracy" in murder...
15 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 5:22 AM

Roberto Zucchi
I remind everyone, even if I do not Likes Sollecito particularly much, that justice has proclaimed him innocent, so spare yourself many idiotic comments, such as those on divine justice, that everyone knows that there is no divinity except in the fervent imagination of some superstitious
22 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:26 PM
Rosita Boots replied - 12

Lucia Abbondandolo
Your girlfriend got better...she screwed you too.
21 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:10 PM
Giuseppe Verderese replied - 1

Lio Francesco
You did well........... better on the coffin than in jail.......... forgot to say hello to your friend
AMANDA
15 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:01 PM

Onofrio Dispenza
Someone, because of you and that other one, ended up under two palms of earth. There are worse things, believe me.
Maurizio Riggi replied - 1

Moreno Corriero
You had to be somewhere else with the American,!!!!!

Salvatore de Filippo
But how did you manage to make 1.2 million of debt that the bank for 10,000 thousand claimed almost a kidney from me.
14 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 5:10 AM
Alberto Diamante replied - 1

Ariadne Cleat
You could have told the truth...and served your sentence together with your little American friend...
Stefania Gugnali
Who knows why but I do not mind a little bit .... even too much grace has had...

Alberto Diamante replied - 2
Roberto Pastore
But poor puppy...
Who knows what you have done wrong to be punished in this way by the universe...

Giuseppe Colapietro
With all the money you had to give Rudy Guede to keep his mouth shut I think you've gone broke. And I hope you will stay there

Vincenzo Taddei replied - 1

Maurizio Marcianò
Be careful that in a while you will receive several acts of "solicitation".

Maria Grazia Patacca
The drama of Sollecito? And what is that of Meridith's parents? In this whole story my thoughts go only and always to you and your famiglia❤.

Rosary Paradise
While Meredith is in the ground.

Paolo Mansutti replied - 2

Claudio Santini
You had to stay in jail for life you are saved that your father is rich e.....

Alessandro Schirone
You were doing a few years in jail...which in my opinion would have been right...you and the American girl.

Anna Maria Boccabella
Because excuse what image you had that they destroyed it, there is a person who is inside a coffin and that person has not been destroyed the image but has been taken away the right to live.
If you are wrong you must die of hunger and in jail.
10 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:56 AM

Piera Drums
Since he also graduated, he could do Likes many young Italians who emigrate. You know how many places they do not know you and you could have made a new life for yourself, since you were also lucky.
10 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:46 PM
Alberto Diamante replied - 6

Gianni Botte
But poor little starlet .... I think Meredith is worse off than you know ?
10 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:49 PM

Marinella Mazzuoli
It's the minimum with all of the lawyers that you've had to pay to get yourself out!!!...indeed too little!!!
Claudio Barletta replied - 1

Antonio Nardelli
There are those who have lost their lives dear Raffaele Sollecito

Michael Thierry Bollani
The only reminder will be to pay for him!
10 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:06 PM

Saviour Colangelo
After that of the Mose that works, another bombshell.

Paffi Francesco
After this news I do not sleep tonight
9 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:02 PM

Nicoletta Santarella
So what? In prison there is the only one who most Likesly knows nothing about it materially...
9 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 11:19 AM
Nicoletta Santarella replied - 3

Francesco Arigliano
Who knows how many payment reminders
13 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:02 AM
Luciano Cecchi
Go back to jail it's all for free
Comsubin Millenove... replied - 1

Renzo Maugliani
If you were with Rudy now you had free room and board.
8 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:07 AM

Renata Piovani
you could confess so you would have stayed in jail to serve the right sentence and you would not have made debts,
Alberto Pardini replied - 6

Marco Alessandro Martini
Well, now you can get into politics.

DonatoEcoronata de Maria
We are making him earn money by making all these comments, when certain characters appear you should not write or do anything they are nothing.
7 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:05 AM

Oscar Chiricallo
You have debts...but you are free! Without those super-lawyers and super-experts you wouldn't have any debts now, but you'd be rotting in jail...
Edited - 7 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:18 AM

Giampaolo Ascoli
He paid only the poor Christ of history, murder in competition....who?
7 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:29 PM
Alberto Diamante replied - 3

Charles Neroni
Poor daddy's boy, I feel sorry for you, look, I can't sleep tonight...
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:14 PM

Anna Gallucci
And beat to you xke here not even a credit of a thousand euros we can make
6 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 6:52 PM
Giuseppe Troisi replied - 1

Francesco Dejan Murtinu
Only a B-grade newspaper can highlight this news that Italians don't give a damn.... always on
the side of injustice....
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:53 AM

Severina Capuzzimati
He's eaten everything... let your American friend help you...
6 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:47 PM

Katy Salerno
It was better if. You stayed in prison, at least you had room and board.
6 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 11:57 AM
Alessandro Digregorio replied - 1

Christian Provenzano
I wouldn't feel pity for you, not even if I knew you were dying.
Italo Di Sabantonio replied - 2

Mariaalma Manconi
Even many Italians do not arrive at the end of the month, but they do not go to say so in the newspapers.
6 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:42 PM

Luciano Crisech
Lucky you.if you owe them, it means that you have seen them.I have never seen them in my life.
10 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 11:18 AM
Fulvia Guidazzi replied - 1

Tony Da Pomezia
Sorry for the father and family, the properties they had to sell to pay the Bongiorno, if I give them earned the parents not him, he thought to have fun and they paid others, freedom has a price, everything has a price
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:57 PM

Flavio Gastaldo
I have been broke since I was born but I have never said anything to anyone. Anyway if someone wants to make me a transfer I send Iban in private.
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:21 AM
Flavio Gastaldo replied - 2

Antonio Marinelli
Given that nobody cares about his debts but the absurd thing is to read the comments of so many italcoglioni who wish the worst to a person recognized as innocent after so many years of ordeal. Exactly Likes the italcoglionazzi who consider Franzoni innocent.
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:26 AM
Saverio Sciacovelli
Beyond all personal comments and opinions, we are faced with a final judgment of the Supreme Court, the classic tomb sentence that puts an end to all controversy and criticism: whether we Likes it or not the truth of the case is a full acquittal and a full innocence. Point. The Sollecito has done 4 years as "innocent" so under Italian law he is entitled to compensation for "unjust imprisonment", and it is his right to ask for it. That once again the compensation passes through the assessment of the judiciary whether to recognize it or not ... is another matter!
8 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:07 AM
Alberto Diamante replied - 4

Laura LoriseFede
Cipi, tender, What a pity... It is said that Saint John does not deceive... He works! Proof, they say, is a valid solution for paying one's debts.
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:27 AM
Alberto Diamante replied - 8

Martina Fistarol
Think a little bit about Meredith's parents' drama
4 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:11 PM

Marco Manara
in the fields search for fruit picking
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:13 AM

Davide StainMonger
I hope it happens to them to be wrongly judged to go to the warehouse is to be innocent and as if they take away not only your freedom but your life...poor guy how much he has been through and the money he had to pay for the lawyers that those do not move if you do not pay them...who knows how many innocent people are in the cage and how many fucking moralistic thugs are free
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:38 PM

Brunella Martini
There is also divine justice ..... as well as earthly justice!!!!
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 9:42 AM

Ilaria Fettriconi
But how... With all that you have speculated on your affair?
4 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:09 AM

Marco Concordia
Working verb's voice work infinite way first conjugation
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:17 PM

Alexander the Great
I can't make debts Likes that because they don't give me everything here. It seems to me that after
the trial you were out and about with the Ferrari... Or am I mistaken...
4 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:50 AM

Gabriella Negri
Roll up your sleeves and pay your debts. Likes ordinary mortals, you are also young
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:24 AM
Alberto Diamante replied - 1

Gigi Cerfeda
What else have you been doing so far? How much have you spent travelling around the world?
Now after the combined damage you begin to talk about SAVINGS I have you I would be as well
but straight in the forehead nothing doing and spoiled daddy's boy. If you go pick tomatoes in the
fields you will make a better impression.
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 5:25 AM

Marco Sammartino
Wasn't it better that you stayed in jail
4 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:51 AM

Simone Varesio
And from me that you can sing a song to me!
4 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:07 PM

Pina Salvatore
The Italian justice is serving the sentence in prison for conspiracy to murder but conspiracy with
whom
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 2:49 AM

Maximilian Lebiu
I do not want to comment further but 1.2 million euros of debts ... but how the hell did you make
debts for a figure Likes that and if you did you were aware that you were getting into debt. If I
don't have money to do something or buy something I let it go or at most I make installments if
it's something indispensable.
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:28 AM
Massimiliano Lebiu replied - 2

Enzo Nano
But whoever interviewed her thought about the girl's parents, and they call this information, how
sad.
Giorgio D'Antonio replied - 1

Mirko Tardioli
But could I know which image? Not wanting to judge the story this concern is a bit difficult to
understand. Of all that I could honestly worry about "my image" would be far behind.
Silvio Ghizzini
Be lucky not to be locked in a cell.... this is the right punishment...on the astronaut you have to stay!!!!

Filippomatteo DellaChiusa
The sentences may not be shared but must be accepted. He at the cassation and appeal was found innocent, and accused him and wrong. And to those who say it is right, then what are the many children affected by horrible evils paying? It has nothing to do with fate, the fate of each one of us.

Giuseppe Troisi
Beautiful jumped prisoner again you felt better feeling to me ......

Maurizio Momo Feliciani
If you find yourself in this condition it means that somehow life is making you pay for it, hoping it doesn't end here....

Simone Morelli
But come on, you're free, think you could rot in jail...maybe the truth was better

Gino Grandi
An easy easy question without any backlog, guilt, innocentism, karma or divine justice: a company I worked for went bankrupt for 20 thousand euros in debt, how did this one who ended up involved in a murder case as a university student to accumulate one million two hundred thousand euros in debt?

Pia Riani
Poor you should drown in your fucking debts there is no pity for what you have done still put your face on socials that courage without dignity and shame

Omar Vallabini
You could have thought of that before. Let Knox help you, since you are snack buddies.
Donated Caccavone
What do you want us to do a collection for you are lucky you had to rot behind bars you are free so" feel lucky if you are broke go pick tomatoes since you have never worked
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:31 AM

Marco Bonfanti
This gentleman may be more or less sympathetic but I would Likes to quietly remind all the geniuses with the third grade double malt that he has been acquitted. He is not guilty. Or do you consider yourself more experienced than the Court of Cassation?
Edited - 11 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:45 PM

Luigia Bianchi
He who is the cause of his illness weeps for himself. What we have to do: collect your debts and pay them. Or ask your accomplice
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 6:54 PM

Nicola Addis
What he complains about ! Hold on to your sentence! Judge Pratillo Hellman (cit.) .
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:20 PM

Teresa Cabibbo
It depends on who you have such debts with. If some of them you have obtained as I presume, you should not worry for long, though less about your image.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:43 AM

Mariarosaria Pesola
X having overpaid judges and lawyers x getting you out of prison
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:47 AM

Pietro Milia Petta
Putting fingers in the nose is a prerogative of children. The gesture is not very popular, especially when it is done in adulthood. In fact, while the youngest children do not make qualms and look through their nostrils when they feel the need, adults explore the nasal orifice hiding from prying eyes. Putting one's fingers in the nose is not seen favourably by most people, especially if done publicly. There is no certain data, but 99% of people cannot do without at least once a day. Aside from the coarse and crude gesture, is exploring one's nose with fingers really as bad for one's health as some scientists claim? In the opinion of Dr. Erich Voigt, not only does it hurt, but it endangers the physical state of the individual.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:30 AM

Francesco Mancuso
But in order to arrive at a million debts, however, it takes a handsome son!!!? If you had thought about it beforehand you would have confessed, you paid much less than lawyers, you had a clean conscience and you could have built the future from scratch!! Instead you have wanted to make the boss bully fichetto?? And mo tattacchi a sto caxxo!
Rocco Ferraro
Let's not forget what his relatives did during that time....
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:05 AM

Zane M Zanetti
You paid good morning means you could afford it. Otherwise you would still be in jail
7 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:53 AM

Michele Caruso
I ask who wrote the article: wasn't poor Meredith English?
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:22 AM
Marzia Zanobetti replied - 1

Gianni Broker
but how.... I read that he had become an entrepreneur... that they had created a site to do the "multimedia funerals"... or something Likes that, and it seemed to be working
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:40 PM

Dario Ruggieri
I imagine how his debtors feel knowing that they will not see a ghello
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:23 PM

Luigi Taffuri
I suggest a nice profitable occupation. Can make wooden head
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:14 AM

Gianni Every Salsa
1.2 million ?
And who gave it to him "before"? With what guarantees ?
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:11 PM
Simone Marchica replied - 1

Antonio Orlando
Mind you, if you read some of these comments, I urge you to get even with the slander lawsuits via public transportation.
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:44 PM

Iolanda Fondacaro
Solicito was acquitted and has every right to be compensated for unjust imprisonment. It does not matter what the assiduous viewers of monstrous TV programs believe, who determine who they think is guilty, and construct hypotheses that influence the judgment of those who watch this garbage paid handsomely with our tax money.
Brullato Gennaro
I will remember this when the next bill arrives....
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 6:34 PM

Piera Berti
But why, what image did he have? And what work did you do to make up for it? Could he do the grape harvest or would I pick tomatoes or, for an engineer, is it disgraceful? .... considering the years of jail in which he has saved, it seems to me that he is a bit spendthrift ...or not?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 5:01 AM

Raffaele Sagira
You have to thank the passport of the other subject, otherwise you have debts in addition to life imprisonment.
Edited - 3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:35 PM

Titus Nagus
But who is that str.... who gave him credit for 1.2 million euros?
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:53 PM
Carmela Carpentieri replied - 1

Gio Colombo
The money he spent on lawyers and other things ... not to go to jail. Simple.
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:14 PM

Gabriele Giacoletti
But the question is: how did you manage to get 1.2M of euro credit, that when I stay and give 20 cents to the baker, he looks at me with suspicion that I will plug him?!?
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:16 PM

Giuseppe Trifirò
I understand the anxiety of his creditors, who will not see a single euro, then how will have created this mountain of debts
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 1:50 AM
Vittorio Galeazzo replied - 1

Elena Zucchelli
It's a beautiful cipher.... didn't you realize you're spending it without having it?? Go to work you are young
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:48 PM

Iolanda Liccardo
by chance we have to make the collection to us who cares that you're broke you're not a person x well arrange yourself go collect newspapers and sell them you deserve this
Lucio Perillo
He received the Reminder from the bank
7 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:10 PM

Nadia Masullo
Meredith was English if I'm not mistaken... The American was the other defendant. How can you go to Erasmus and not come home still today I can not explain it to me
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:30 PM

Nicola Rosa
If you did not fax el goldon nothing would happen to you
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:05 AM

Saint Anna Ramunno
Evidently there was no evidence against him. I can't understand how it was possible to do four years. However, I am of the opinion that he knew much more than he reported. If he reported
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:36 PM
Max Roberts replied - 3

Mauro Zuccarino
I am interested in how to drink a heated beer.
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:03 PM

Sebastiano Seby D'Amore
If I'm not mistaken in jail to pay for all there is a black man who evidently did not have the same lawyer....
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 11:25 PM

Michele Carbini Diotallevi
Meredith Kercher, however, was English, not American. Always on the piece The Daily Fact.....
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:18 AM

Angela Fodale
But if you don't have anything of property I can't do anything to you and ask for anything so you know what you're doing and you're also good for what maybe you did only Rubi was eventually sentenced
6 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:45 PM

Roberto Zaffaroni
What did x have 1.2 million in debt? Who made it out so much?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:46 PM
Roberto Zaffaroni replied - 2
Marco Donati
To me if it hurts me will mark a euro of coffee at the bar and these make millions of euros of funny. Bah
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:01 PM

Cyrus Onions
Where did you get Christmas, New Year's Eve....
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:01 PM

Simona Capozzi
(In)human justice and divine justice
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:35 PM

Massimo Serilli
It seems to me that a reminder will arrive shortly...
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:13 PM

Valentina Ginsari
The real drama is that "the Arctic Ocean is dying".
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 9:14 PM

Simone Coea Favaro
The windscreen wiper as well as the arm can be made up of blade support frame, which is the structure that supports the blade, (until 1998 was exclusively formed by various metal elements or plastic material of which the main element was the carrier) or directly from the rubber applied to the arm as from last generation much more effective and durable.
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:19 PM

Mario Butti
A rich guy in his underwear? There are a lot of people in trouble and does not have this visibility that I would have avoided giving anyway. Guilty or innocent? I do not judge: our Lord will take care of it, because there is a Divine judgment for sure: just follow Natuzza Evolo of Paravati
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:56 PM

Angel Donatone
Do you get your daddy to give you the money since there are many or did he spend it all on lawyers?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:28 PM

Domenico Zoroberto
Davide Bonomo cannot end Likes this. As soon as Rudi finishes with his third degree we start a startup.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 5:51 AM

Franco Borzi
The fallacious justice has acquitted them for sterile and aptly reasoned arguments for him and her and for Clinton's intervention for her (we are always a puppet state for the U.S., after we lost the war) ... but over time the evil done always returns with the interests and the brutal murder of Meredith always awaits justice.
Edited - 21 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:20 PM

Giulia Di Nunzio
Shall we ask Meredith what has become of her "image"? Perhaps a tomb answers...
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:56 PM

Monica Vests
The point is that he is innocent for the Italian justice...he is not innocent for the Italian people.
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:29 AM

Save Mineo
Received a payment reminder from the Revenue Agency
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:15 PM

Maurizio Iandolo
I will never be allowed to make 1 million euros in debt
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:44 AM

Andrea Gentile
How did you manage to make 1200000 of debts?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:50 PM

Miró Miró
I wonder who gave you credit???
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:36 PM

Benedict Lioi
Daddy's there or you were in jail.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:39 PM

Michele Pellegrino
Think about Mez's parents if you are capable of it. Murderer.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:21 PM

Garau Shadow
I almost turn him my 13th for Christmas
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 5:47 AM

Giuseppe Giunta
And on the pavement and what do you want? In Italy there is nor are thousands that if it suits them can eat once a day.
Margherita Vialetto
Davide Scandiuzzi let's do something about it please
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:38 AM
Davide Scandiuzzi replied - 1

Bonito Pasquale
What image is this person talking about?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:29 PM

Dinatal Eron
Apart from the fact that he became "Famous" for a hideous HOMICIDE. I don't want to get into legal disputes, but how can he get into debt for 1.2 Mil. of E? Someone should have given him credit, WHO? And to do what?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 1:41 AM

Marco Tonini
And who cares, there are good people who have far more serious problems
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:33 PM

Angelina Villa
If you have debts, pay them. We have them, we don't tell people and we honor them.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 6:09 AM

Mimma Lanzarone
So you have to stay for your whole life. Without the beak of a penny.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 6:35 PM

Martino Acheri
But you were not a successful scion, for me you can go to sleep under the bridge.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:23 PM

Antonella Decosimo
But how did you accumulate such a large debt?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:43 AM

Lorenza Scauri
But which image??????
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:27 AM

Gennaro Di Biscaglie
There are those who got it worse. __
5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:07 PM
Sara Trincia
Greetings from Rudy Guede, sentenced to 30 years for conspiracy to commit murder....
Edited - 6 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:10 PM

Borat Penev
Rabiot no longer plays in Juventus?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:08 PM

Marco Schiano Schiano
In one bike I have in the other you have to pay I never believed in your innocence maybe I'm wrong unfortunately I always thought so cisi
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:41 PM

James De Angelis
I believe that by suing all those who are calling him a murderer he will be able to recover a large part of the sum that he needs
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:06 AM

Giorgio Marre
How can you have accumulated a debt of 1.2 million when a normal person cannot even get a mortgage?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 11:48 PM

Berardino Pansini
Go pick olives that is the right time...
4 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 6:33 AM

Patrizia Calbini
It suits you well...so you can wipe that smile off your face...off my face...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:10 AM

Annalisa Capriati
I remember her phone call to the ps x the thrilling girlfriend.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:11 PM

Andrea Fidani
Have you received a payment reminder?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:28 PM
Andrea Fidani replied - 5

Fabio Malcisi
Do you see that if you went to jail, it would have been better for you?!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:31 PM

Marco Colombo
1.2 million? Don't tell Finance or they will start investigating as well.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:21 PM

Lucia Pisacane
Who thought that the super lawyers hired by his father were free!
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:40 PM

Daniele Zecchini
If he is innocent he must be compensated for the moral damage and the months or years spent in prison
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:16 PM

Nicolosi Ions
MY BEAUTIFUL THAT YOU TELL ME 1 MILLION I DO NOT EVEN KNOW HOW TO COUNT I HAVE NEVER SEEN IT, SO IT IS USELESS TO TELL US YOU HAVE TO TELL IT TO THOSE WHO HAVE IT.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:52 PM

Rossano Pin
If you were in jail you would not spend a euro
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:42 PM

Antonio Buono
What was is your image? Thank the Almighty Father that you are a free man, so Arbeit!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:10 PM

Luca Brunori
What was his job? A normal person is not able to accumulate debts for 1.2 million, since to earn them would take, for example, 60 years of work, and he will have... 30?

Guerrino Zampati
The victim was English, not American
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:05 AM

David Puar Mantoan
Have Amanda give it to you.... she's had a blast with this one.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:06 PM

Alfonso Iannicello
That girl is no longer there! think of her and spit in her face!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:10 PM

Emanuele Sardiello
Do not read this news in the car: you risk to die drowned in your own tears
Maria Cavagna
If I had been sincere and honest from the beginning maybe...0
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 6:33 AM

Luca Martinelli
the famous IRS reminder :-)
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:14 AM

Antonio Forte
But how did you get into debt up to this amount?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:42 PM

Gianna Friargiu
And how did you manage to make such a big debt? He really committed himself!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:37 PM

CriStina
What image? That of murderer?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 9:58 PM

Reckless Life
But debts with whom?
Is it necessary to have 1.2 million euros of debts to realize that it is not good?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:08 PM

Leopold Bloom
If it was up to me, all three of you were doing hard labor!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:11 PM

Clara Volpi
What a nerve. Ask your ex Amanda for help. But do you ever think about Meredith being gone.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 5:38 PM

Annamaria Esposito
Did you Likes to be represented by Bongiorno...? She declared you guilty and spared you!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:58 PM

Marzio Veroli
If you went to jail as was right...you will see that it was not as you say! You are from
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:23 PM

Vincenzo Castaldo
Go to the gif vip, you have the carts in order for that dunghill
But what image did he have?

How does a normal person get into debt for a million and two?

The drama? One must not feel a monster because he is a monster!

But you are alive. One is underground. Do you want to trade?

And I have only 5,000 euros of discovery

I'm sorry, but that he asks for a hand from his rich American accomplice.

I don't mind...I always thought he was guilty along with the American.

and what an image you had ....a nice example of that

How exactly did you accumulate this debt?

She can always go to America, to her friend...

Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:50 PM

Titian de Leonardis
But what image did he have?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:19 AM

Enrico Testa
How does a normal person get into debt for a million and two?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:12 AM
Pier Giorgio Capello replied - 1

Ornella Prifti
The drama? One must not feel a monster because he is a monster!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:49 AM

Luca Lupis
But you are alive. One is underground. Do you want to trade?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:58 PM

Renato Rinaldi
And I have only 5,000 euros of discovery
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:02 PM

Mara Astarella
I'm sorry, but that he asks for a hand from his rich American accomplice.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:51 PM

Anna Leonardi
I don't mind...I always thought he was guilty along with the American.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 5:37 PM

Rosanna Rebora
and what an image you had ....a nice example of that
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:53 AM

Marco Frau
How exactly did you accumulate this debt?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 7:11 PM
Alberto Diamante replied - 1

Valeria Lambertini
She can always go to America, to her friend...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 12:23 PM

Giuseppina Biazzo
You could ask for a loan to someone you know and c and made it to emerge and you earn the most you never know you'll ever have understood no?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:08 PM

Milena Vignati
and how the hell did he get into debt for such a sum? vacation in santo domingo aside....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:34 PM
Milena Vignati replied - 2

Mariagrazia Casale
That is.....x make debts of 1.2 million euros and what the hell did you "played" or "ate"? I will never have these problems because I cannot "afford" them! Whoever is the cause of your malga, weep for himself!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 11:48 AM

Nicola Chiarappa
How do you have a debt of 1.2 million please enlighten me
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:11 PM

Anna D'amicis
Now we have to listen to you whine on TV?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:17 AM

Giuseppe Borello
But who gave you credit for this amount of money surely and out of his mind worse for him
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 2:29 AM

Sandro Carollo
The question is, who lent them to you ?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 7:13 PM

Sebastian Balbo
The African had no money for the trial
He is with the other crazy

Never believed in his innocence
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:12 AM

Salvatore Carulli
Pass by and I'll give you a hot soup.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:57 PM

Raffaella Palmieri
Tell that to the American girl who makes money instead!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:45 PM
Massimo Isaac Zambetti
Poor guy. Do we want to kill someone else? I don't know.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:26 PM

Luciano Danovaro
I propose you a procedure of over-indebtedness...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:33 PM

Antonio Liso
The victim was not English? I ask x a friend
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:10 PM

Carmel Argenium
where do I put them?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:00 PM

Lucia Messina
Can't shut up
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:12 PM

Barbara Scigliano
His image! Poor spoiled daddy's boy!
Edited - 4 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:05 PM
Barbara Scigliano replied - 6

Luigi Donato
Despite all the efforts of lawyers and sick justice, he remains the murderer of poor Meredit, together with the American
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:04 PM

Luca Tancini
If you explain to me how to get into debt for 1.2 million without any guarantee, we make real money.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 6:44 PM
Davide Ballanti replied - 1

Giannino Asunis
I guess you left those who gave you credit.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 12:16 PM

Allu Scudeller
What the heck are you doing for 1.2 M?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:17 PM

Ezio Veniali
Saving is not an option... I live two lives with 1.2 million euros and half of it is not enough for him.......  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:16 AM

Michele Tricase  
Think of that poor girl: she is no longer there and you have the courage to complain.  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:49 AM

Angela Carli  
Of course! With all the money you had to give to Bongiorno.  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:48 AM

Gerard Di Carlo  
And how does someone Likes that do all this debt, most people can't get a penny from the banks !!!!!!! And he !!!! Something doesn't add up??????  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 7:00 PM  
Alberto Diamante replied - 1

In the Armillotta  
How the hell did you do with 1.2 million? The life of nababbo? And now what does it want?  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:34 PM

Piero Piero  
But how did you create so much debt?  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 5:14 AM

Roberto Iacobone  
Now the creditors will be forced to make a reminder... .  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:52 AM

Giuseppe Ferrante  
Lock him in a room without edges with Morgan, Sgarbi, Ceccherini in abstinence from bamba, Corona, Rosa Bazzi and Olindo. Royal Rumble and who of the 7 comes out of it alive freedom and life from 5 thousand a month.  

Duccio Ducati  
How did you incur debts of 1.2 million? To me they do not even lend 50 euros.  
Edited - 1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 5:58 PM

Francesco Caligiuri  
And pay them if you can ...... but what do you say to do ???"Not even a cent I am willing to give you  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:46 AM
Francesco Enzino Rinaldini
if you want to come to my house ... a plate of soup you will find it
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 4:37 PM

Daniele Froli
Payables for 1.2 million? It means that you had guarantees
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:42 PM

Titus Loi
1.2 million
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:25 PM

Renato Accarino
What news, and the fact the public as well?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:43 PM

Fabio Pizzini
If the courts do not give justice at least that comes from real life ...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:29 PM
Maurizio Riggi replied - 3

Christian Mercuri
How did you manage to make 1.2 million euros in debt?
But when it was already at 200 thousand euros of debts, to ask a question?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:52 AM

Gaetano Cisca
You were lucky to have had all this credit, there are people who do not have credit even x 2000 Euro
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:36 AM

About Cosola
Apart from the fact that it is not explained how a person can accumulate debts for 1.2 million euros, what he should do is to consider the opportunity of a suicide: the sentence that sentenced him and his friend acquitted has not convinced anyone and, certainly, this belief by public opinion will haunt him forever, wherever he goes.
8 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:13 PM

Lorenzo Riberi
Remember, the wife of the then American President Clinton intervened on the dress.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:06 PM

Giovanni Capuano
Take the books to court. It was the turn of people with integrity.
Luisa Raimondi
I don't even know who this guy is...he goes to work and pays his debts...but how did you find credibility for so many credits?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:55 AM

Angel Sapphires
But it's off to the ratt, smartass.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:53 AM

Marina Pacor
But the black guy whose name I do not remember, the only one convicted is still in jail?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:17 PM

Oifla Icificap
How many judges comment.....eravate all them, to Perugia that night. Let the trial reopen
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:56 AM

Manuela Congiargiu Scarmato
who is the cause of your illness, cry yourself ....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 5:48 PM

Leonardo Bardi
But how did he make them and who made him do it
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 4:55 PM

Enrica Macci
Think of the poor girl who has been underground for years !!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 11:33 PM

Fabio Ghizzoni
I imagine all the letters with requests for solicitation payment ...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 6:32 AM

Alloisi Alessandro
They don't give me the mortgage to buy a house and this has managed to make debts of 1.2 million? Aposta no...
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:57 PM

Andrea Gangemi
So'i funny to pay to lawyers!!!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 1:54 AM

Alessandra Marghinotti
But how did he put a debt Likes this COPY0
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 4:12 AM

Fabio Immacolato
"I owed €100 to one, he slept on the landing" cit.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:30 PM

Emilio Romano
Try to work... The debts of your type will never end and no one pays them ever...or go to the judge and ask for extensions Likes LEGA that can be paid in 80 years.
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:37 AM

Nikola Rosario Avitabile
The most appropriate surname would be Solletico, as much as I laughed at his words.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:08 PM

Giuseppe Baldassarre
Still asking...you've gone luxury, emigrate where no one knows you.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:04 PM

Michele Bergo
He made his life as a star with girlfriend afterwards and now he cries poverty. Ridiculous

Fabrizio Acciavatti
Ask your American "little friend" for the money ... see if she helps you
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:00 PM

Lorenzo Brusa
How do you then make debts of 1.2 million?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:53 PM

Del Biondo Vincenzo
He never gave it to me.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 12:20 PM

William Farris
Meredith Kercher was English, not American. Freudian Lapse?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:57 AM

Roberta Amadei
so? does anyone care?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:08 PM

Marcello Paoloni
But only to me I do not binge 100€?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 8:08 AM

Daniela Bellaba
But what did you do to have debts for 1,5 M€?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:01 PM

Nikol Morcavallo
How do you accumulate a debt of 1.2mln €? I ask x me
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:34 PM

Luana Drinkwater
Try to reach the knox in Seattle and leave together
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:26 PM

Marcello Squarci
If you were in jail you certainly had less of them.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:03 AM

Sandro Macri
But you are not normal! But do you know that he has been acquitted? You phenomena redo the trial and condemn him without proof?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:07 PM
Jack Russell Renato replied - 1

Mario Trussoni
Is the money of the influential daddy finished?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 12:19 PM

Marlon Marlon
However, the Puglia Region funded a project a couple of years ago... several thousand euros...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 8:59 AM

Romolo D' Alessio
But vfc you are accomplice of an assassination,you are free xke america wanted Amanda free and Italy obeyed therefore....schiatta!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 8:06 AM

Miriam Canopy
Who cares goes to clean the stairs
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:42 PM

Damiano Straface
I press... I have never followed the story, if not distractedly. Question: is someone in jail for this feminicide?
Claudia Bianchi
It's time to go to work.....tu think about it????
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 3:44 AM

Franco Venturello
how many people have 1.2 million euro?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:26 AM

Marco D'Egidio
Great! You've spent more than a million without ever having done anything, in fact you even had a bad role in a murder and you complain about the image! And you even have advertising on TV...
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 5:08 AM

Woman Lisa Musmanno Erfort
But are you going to work?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:53 AM

Bonfigli Riccardo
The murder of the American student .but are you sure...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:18 PM

Ivo Montalbano
to those who have nothing.... can not take anything away........O no....???
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:12 PM

Roberta Di Bianco
Thank goodness you had to be in jail....
4 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:24 AM
Francesco Antonio.... replied - 1

Maria Letizia Lucarini
And that you are a tycoon?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:36 PM

Fabio Forgione
The news is to know how you got there to accumulate this debt
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:54 PM

Rita Ortu
and how did we get all those debts?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:34 PM
Daniele Salidu replied - 1
Rosalba Ditaranto
Next competitor of the Big Brother House or The Island of the Famous.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:23 AM

Pasquale Corribolo
Strange I thought he was a guest of D'Urso
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:33 PM

Marco Bovolenta
But how do you have debts for 1.2 million euros??????
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 12:54 PM

Aniello Iannotti
And to whom do you tell it? With a summers suit you will find everything underwater.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:39 AM

Maximilian Lustri
For me you can also go under a bridge
4 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:10 PM

Michele Secci Spearfisher
Will you give me the Iban to wipe my ass with it?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:57 PM

Silvia Malin
How did you manage to make yourself a debt of 1.2 million? Didn't they teach you that you don't take the longest step of the leg?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:20 AM
Alberto Diamante replied - 1

Constantine Rivs
Rudy Hermann Guede, who opted for the abbreviated rite, was definitively sentenced for conspiracy to commit murder and sexual assault by the Court of Cassation.In competition with whom?
Do you know anything about it?
12 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:17 PM
Maurizio Riggi replied - 1

Roberta Mandelli
Sure that the Bongiorno if you choose them well customers, lately they are all insolvent♀
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:42 PM
Roberta Mandelli replied - 2

Patrizio Troncarelli
Go pick olives now you start suede
Andrea Tittarelli
It's better for you to make more holes in them
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:23 PM

Chiara Cellini
Don't worry...you'll starve to death...what's the problem?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:43 AM

Ugo Baldoni
Damn what an important news, Daily Fact more and more disappointing
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:29 PM

Francesco De Petra
But is Rabiot the one in the photo?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:48 AM

Massimo Di Quinzio
Debs of 1.2 million? EEEEHHHH????
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:13 PM

Francesco Ba
A little more sincerity saves you 1.2
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:25 PM

Paola Cittadino
Before destroying your image, you destroyed a human life together with his family and you are free, so you have to pay for it.
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:23 AM

Marco de Pompeis
Next time don't get into certain situations.....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 7:12 AM

Graziella Grazioli
Give an exclusive to a newspaper and finally tell the truth .... you will pay the debts ... you are out because the other one is American ... and since they are not a people of beggars Likes us they have pressured to free her ...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 7:18 PM

Marco Colabrese
Meredith Kercher's family is worse off than you...
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:12 PM
Ale Pegurà
Payment reminder
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:57 PM

Alberto Piccinini
For the drama please contact Meredith's family thank you
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:10 PM

Carlo Pesavento
In a normal country not manipulated by leftist judges you would have done life imprisonment ...
7 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 4:37 PM
Jonathan D'Auria replied - 2

Gianluca Setball
Listen Amanda, not Lear, for a loan
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:52 PM

Luisa Bottone
Could you ask your dear friend Amanda for help....
Edited - 3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:03 AM
Luisa Bottone replied - 3

Monia Red
And what does caxxo have to do with your debts?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:17 PM

Doria Maifredini
The dear debts do not show up with what I do not give you nothing
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 11:54 AM

Carlo Cavaleri
Put your hand on your conscience for what you did with your animal ex-girlfriend
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:56 AM

Rosita Scarponi
Choose Giulia buongiorno as a lawyer and, as if that were not enough, Luca maori has its cost. Personal choices, they take charge if we can afford it. At the time the "political" scheming was different and even choosing the good morning was not accidental. Now the bill is all yours.

Sollecito's relatives wanted to manipulate the investigation - news - Repubblica.it republic.it
Edited - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 5:11 PM
Enrico Costa
I think it will take my sleep away!
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 12:15 PM

Carmine Iula
Good morning is dear eh...
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:37 PM

Salvatore Orrù
Payment reminder
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:51 PM

Gabriele Bassano replied - 1

Dimitri Parolin
Be careful that if you don't pay you will get a RULE
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 4:53 AM

Maurizio Mizio Toscano
but you're going to do in ... I was in ... You were in 3 ... One is in for accessory to murder
ACCOMPLICE OF WHOM?

Debora Garraffo
What is that saying? Whoever is the cause of your evil, weep for himself...
Instead of thinking about your image think about Meredith and let us know how you and Amanda did it
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:23 PM

Maria Grazia Biancifiori
You should have thought about it before instead of killing your friend, you hurt her and she comes back to you.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:03 AM

AnnaMaria D'Andrea
Who. Wrong deserves the same thing. I do. If I had power you know that. I would put. In the square there. Person inside. A cage. Day. E. Night etc etc
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 6:23 AM

Joseph D'aquino
A certain rudy is still in the cage instead of you
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:30 PM

AnnaMaria D'Andrea
How. Do. All of them. The. Honest people. E. The. Consciousness. Clean. Shamed...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 6:13 AM
Serena Gulliver replied - 1

Alfonso Brigante Esposito
Imagine Meredith's life.....
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:06 PM

Alessandro Errico
Poor Chubby...it's the least you deserve.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:37 AM

Francesco Ostrowski
Here you can't find anyone who will lend you a hundred euros, this has done more than a million debts...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:06 PM

Giuseppe Peschechera
In the meantime, you're whizzing through the streets of Puglia, Barletta included with a Porsche Carrera.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:51 AM

Salvatore Coppola
Destroyed Likes Meredith's family?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:09 PM

Piero Ricci
Borrow from Amanda?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:15 PM

Renza Rossato
Poor Meredith did not take her own life, not Likes that!
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 8:18 AM

Anna Vinci
What a drama, how will I sleep?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:30 PM

Gennaro Ruggiero
Thank the American if you are not in jail.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:50 AM

Mathilde Colella
I have a lot of problems too, but I'll manage.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:38 AM
Luca Gargano
2 bids from the shock and everything settles down. Ps but find a job Likes all the other poor Christians, no?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:53 PM

Franca Battistini
Think of the girl who is one meter subway!
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 5:10 AM

Lorenza Musio
We all need to make a collection x help him
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:44 AM

Andrea Bizioli
Which image ? Not even Tony Brando..
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:33 PM

Vittorio Galeazzo
Ha, why did he have an image before killing? He could have thought of it before!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 4:38 AM

Riccardo Periccioli
Confess that at least you go back to jail and we will support you...
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 5:41 AM

Riccardo Chifari
Do you owe them to Bongiorno?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:19 PM

Sandro Colonnelli
As a reminder to you and your American friend I made Isis style first cut your arms then your head x what you have done
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 7:31 AM

Luciana Ruggeri
You would have done well to be quiet and not to appear now you will seek visibility on TV x earn money... What squalor...
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:20 AM

Improved Iosetta
For this you should have stayed in jail ..... all spent you want to put?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:22 AM

Alessandro Ascheri
Reminder (of payment
Be thankful that you are out you wanted a great lawyer a poor wretch x having taken a overalls can not afford a lawyer

The truth is that he is innocent absolved!

You have taken the life of a girl you at least live deserve to live badly

Freedom at a high price

If in Italy the law was the same for everyone, you would be rotting in jail. As a result, all that money would never have served you well.

Go to work in England...the patrimony of poor Meredith....at least you'll get what you deserve...

They certainly sent him a Reminder...of payment!

....and us?

But maybe you wake up cold and elegantly dressed
Matteo Valeria Ferrandino
Drama? Tell that girl's family
Edited - 2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:24 AM

Federica Fiorini
Ask Amanda
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:17 PM

Michele Erpizzettaro Tarolli
1.2 million debt echelanmdchitestramurt ej
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:49 PM

Carlo Grossi
End of a daddy's boy.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:33 PM

Salvatore Guastella
Be thankful that you are on the loose, and not rotting in jail.
4 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:03 AM

Stefano Cavallini
He walks four by four, he slips into the bed, he rips your guts out, you can't resist him! I urge you
SO SO I urge you!
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:13 PM

Maria Capovilla
I am happy greetings to the family of my daughter VB a prayer
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:49 PM

Luciasimona Casamassima
This thinks about her image instead of thinking about that poor girl they killed, shame!
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:14 PM

Cinzia Mirella Giovannetti
Come on, let's make a collection!
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:35 PM

Pasquale Francesco Mazzitello
Picture?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:10 PM

Frida Joy Governor
Payment reminder
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:35 PM
Alberto Rizzo
I say but still they invite him in the tv shows to this m3rd@. He must die of hunger
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:30 PM

Romeo Linen
The poor and black is in the cage, the white and wealthy free!
What beauty the Italian justice
Maurizio Riggi replied - 2

Vittoria Panseri
Poor guy, but who forced him to do all those debts. He ruined his reputation by himself.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:27 AM

Luciano Inches
If my condominium manager takes you...
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:09 PM

Maurizio Gatti
Drama????The drama was experienced by the one you killed.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:34 AM

Emma Zugni
Ask Amanda ..... your friend
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:36 PM
Susy Bi replied - 1

Marco Stissi
They will have made him a lot of "reminders" to Sollecito, but he does not suffer the solicitation.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 10:15 AM

Gaetano Sferrazza
She thinks poor Meredith eats dirt
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:07 PM

Paolo Mazzini
Ciccio, you owe us money because you owe us money.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:28 AM

Vincenzo Forgione
go pick tomatoes...
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:08 AM

Rita Fractals
Now we pay them but x does not pay them your dear friend,,accomplice, Amanda,,
Luciano Anselmi
Go to Barbara D'Urso
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:24 PM

Sandra Dessi
AND WHO CARES ... THERE ARE FATHERS OF FAMILY WITHOUT WORK
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 2:44 AM

Luciana Annoyance
Someone does not pay only on Saturday, I seem to remember!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:42 PM

Alberto Mascarini
Feel lucky you were with an American.....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:51 PM

Donated Rooster
Her friend wrote a book and from a psychopath (said by an American psychologist) she became a writer, program presenter thinks a little.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:37 PM

Alberto Valentini
And to us who f.....ga
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:47 PM

Flavien Belardinelli
He also did a lot on his own
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:52 AM

Massimo Cacuzzo
Go on television and cry so they pay their debt, this makes audience!!!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:21 PM

Cinzia Porcari
Not my problem
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:13 PM
Cinzia Porcari replied - 6

Concetta Gennarelli
I hope Amanda goes broke too
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:17 PM

Piero Tauro
Who was there!
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:34 AM
Paolo Cocchetto replied - 1

Cinzia Berettieri
How did you accumulate so many debts? He has a university degree and comes from a wealthy family. I do not explain it to myself. ##
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 3:10 AM

Anna Bianchi
Still talking about this figure? He is free, is it not enough for him? He's going to jail, where he should be, so he eats, drinks, heats himself up, all for free!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:43 AM

Paolo Murru
and you're not attractive, they absolved you.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 5:11 PM

Ivan Oblomov Colangelo
He had more than one reminder.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:24 PM

Rosaria Orphan
Go to Barbara D'urso
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:27 PM

Carmela Carpentieri
Make a book with Amanda
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:05 PM

Giuseppe Crimaldi
poor thing, you're making me cry
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:36 AM

Francesco Pugliese
Raffaele you have won many battles. ..you will also win this one...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:07 PM

Maria Enrica Cagiola
Get help from your little American friend
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:38 AM

Maurizio Abbate
ce papi ..Che paga...
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:10 AM
Francesco Allegrucci replied - 1

Emanuele Luna
Mason daddy doesn't help you anymore?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 3:40 AM

Vito La Banca
He was acquitted, he is innocent by law.

Vito La Banca replied - 3

Paolo Marolla
As Gianni Ciardo used to say "Christ is great Christ is great ....".
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:16 PM

Alfredo Coltellacci
They do not have.....HAI
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:33 PM

Mariateresa Caristia
Think of poor Rudy.... He is suffering. Or poor Meredith who is no longer here.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:37 PM

Paola Bernardini
You've got yourself a luxury...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:20 PM

Philip Vella
Lawyers probably cost money.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:26 PM

Honored Edward
Divine animal justice.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:59 AM

Sergio Battilomo
for me (maybe I'm wrong) Solicito and that slutty American friend of his are more guilty than the one who is in prison
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:43 PM

Nico Laudi
You should have invited the family of the poor murdered girl...
Edited - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:34 PM
Marina Lazzerini
Thinking you should be in jail, you still got off easy.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:27 PM

Rita Camosi
It was better if you stayed in jail! I do not believe in your innocence!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 8:12 AM

Mario Monopoly
I believe that the fake newspaper should help him with a substantial donation!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:13 AM

Pepito Grande Aracri
Good lawyers cost
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:21 PM

Maria Cantaro
You have extinguished a life...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:18 PM

Tona Pisa
Escape....that you from us....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:15 PM

Mario Lieto
And what do you want, arrange yourself, as many Italians do.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 8:59 AM

Vittorio Masia
One that all those debts means that the capital is double
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:14 PM

Seraphina Pittalà
Work, don't spend, stay serene and see that you eat...the rest you have already done...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 9:44 AM

Chiara Mossudu
La Buongiorno does not work for free
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:18 PM

Roberto Cerrone
Accumulating 1.2 million debts is not easy
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:17 PM

Enzo Pen
You should have thought about it before
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:46 AM

Flavio Flaiano
You Likesd the mafia lawyer now you're crying
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:48 PM

In Pierpaoli
May you die in the worst way
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:47 PM

Maria Laura Laurenti
Freedom cost him dearly
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:12 PM

Dunia Fin Rope
Who sows reaps
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:27 PM

Antonietta Damiani
.... if you were in the right place.... in prison ...you wouldn't even need money....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:33 AM

Ilaria Alida Quilico
Advertise again. You are without restraint.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:05 PM

Maurizio Zonca
And a who cares we want to put it.....
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:18 AM

Chicca Pedrazzini replied - 1

Mariacira Avallone
you shouldn't be broke, but in jail.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:05 AM

Rosa de Nicolo
Meredith was English, not America!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:32 PM

Fabrizio Zecca
Thank Rudy Guedee who did not speak...
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:50 PM
Giulia Mazzoli
But poor thing....what a pain... Ask for a subsidy to the lawyer Good morning
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:12 PM

Gaetano Petrone
If you were in prison
As of duty
You had no debts
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 4:54 PM

Daniela Rizzo
Which image?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 11:59 PM

Marianne Mauro
Worse than Meredith who is no longer there?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:44 PM

Antonio Isidori
tonight after this news, I will not sleep
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 6:15 AM

Federico Civoli
They destroyed what?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:08 PM

Catalan Youngster
As Uncle Vincenzo would say, news dimmerda...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:53 PM

AnnaMaria D'Andrea
To the face of slaps. With that. Smile to make you. Drop all your teeth
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 6:27 AM

Teresa Scola
one way or another sins are paid for, ask your former accomplice for help.
[Play video]
Edited - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 6:04 PM

Jon Snow
Tell poor Meredith about your drama
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:35 PM

Angela Susino
People Likes you there is only one solution...and it costs very little!
Loris Rigato
And how did you make them? Maybe by paying the lawyers!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:48 PM

Cristina Green
They should have thrown away the key...nothing but debts!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:06 PM

Kamel Kehal
It's time for me not to sleep
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 11:37 PM

Andrea Cuccarese
I call..... by name and in fact
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 9:51 PM

Walter Tontini
Freedom is worth more than anything...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:12 PM

Betti Calcagno
The conclusion of this ugly story never convinced me....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 3:30 AM

Orietta Martelli
I urge you, sooner or later in life everything comes back!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:42 AM

Omar Drugo
If you told the truth you were better off
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 4:19 PM

Alfredina Valentini
GET HELP FROM YOUR EX.....OR ASK THE LADY OF URSO....A PLACE YOU CAN FIND....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:10 AM

Mauro Lai
How much do you need?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:38 PM

Marco Damiano
Solicito.chi.sene.frega.
Ro Ca
I have no pity for you ...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:08 PM

Marco Dellisanti
Quiet... Soon a reality show or the D'urso will bring you back to the surface... You've thrown the hook away, you just have to wait for the piranhas to finish the job!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 6:12 PM

Leonardo Ceccarelli
Payment reminder
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:48 AM

Enzp Bonfanti
Never have I ever given such a damn about a piece of news.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:07 PM

Roberta Tassi
You again... But we were not supposed to see each other anymore
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:31 PM

Michele Vicenti
What a bad picture.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:41 PM

Dante Pisano
shall we make a collection?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:05 PM

Stefania Bianchi
And why tell everyone?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:23 PM

Marco Chiavaroli
Come on, Daddy's here...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 4:51 PM

Alessandro Nuzzo
And what about these catzi?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:07 PM

M Bridget Iarussi
Poor guy! Think about how the life of Meredith's family is destroyed, and then, borrow a little
money from your ex...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 5:16 PM

Louis Laman
Maybe ask your father for a hand ..... 
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:09 PM

Paolo Lombari
I do not sleep at night!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:00 AM

Christian Angrisani
still make him talk to this
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:48 PM

Ferdinando Lauri
After what happened to him, he even speaks miraculously
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:28 AM

Beatrice Piano
In life sooner or later you pay ...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:19 AM

Massimo Giordani
Write a book where you tell the truth
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:47 AM

Francesca Arreghini
Your image?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Today at 12:34 AM

Paolo Valenti
Go to hell you .....and the press
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:13 PM

Antonio Addis
Bongiorno beats cassa! The payment terms have expired.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 4:05 PM

John Zdenek Canevari
He wanted the Bongiorno...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:39 PM

Marino Cardani
After what you have done I have to be dumb mute
Ivana Baldinelli
I wish that were true!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:05 AM

Yari Sakuragi
a name a why
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:44 PM

Giulia Sol
Too little he who wounds by the sword perishes I believe in KARMA
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:46 PM

Francesco Magnolfi
Or if you took 500 pappardelle of compensation!!!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:37 AM

Luigi D'Alterio
you live in hibernation which is better
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:08 AM

Cyrus D Aniello
Income and citizenship
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:37 PM

Giuliano Soliani
Congratulations. You can apply....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:18 AM

Gianluca Salzano
Me for much...but much less
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:35 PM

Caterina Benci
Interphone Barbara D'Urso and it is done
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:35 PM

Renza Rossato
Do not give us the story that you are innocent, you are not credible!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 8:16 AM

Stefano Galantini
Poor thing, shall we make a collection?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 5:05 PM
Giancarlo Boato
Make your father pay for them!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:51 PM

Matteo Curcio
in a call center in Tirana and passes the fear
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:17 PM

Garghj Gianni
Convicted for murder.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 5:14 AM

Annamaria Di Palma
And who would be to blame????....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:16 PM

Marina Belli
.... more than feeling Likes a monster it is.....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 1:13 PM

Oillut Freegenes
I solicit a payment reminder.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 8:46 PM

Patrizia Elisabetta
And it worked out well for you too.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:07 AM

Lucy Anselmi
You did 30 years in jail, so you didn't get into debt♀
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 4:11 PM

Scamardella Rose
Poor thing go to Amanda she made a lot of money
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:26 PM

Omar Pallucca
Go to the gf or the d'urso so you can do it again.... but tell us who kill that poor girl
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:10 PM

Annamaria Manghi
That karma has done its duty??????
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:38 PM

Gianluca Montecuollo
And that you? The collection?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:44 PM

Magdalena Krystyna Behr
He goes to work. Simple.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 7:44 AM

Mirko Zerla
I urge... I know how to... Solicitation.... How many memories
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 6:28 AM

Alida Bodunis
think of those who no longer have anything..............................................................
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 10:30 PM

Gabriele Posteraro
I wanted to make a joke but too many hate comments, I defile myself.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 4:39 PM

RobbyRoberta Passerini
What a head you have!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 1:38 AM

Horace Messina
Let's make a collection......
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:13 PM

Assumed Pancotti
Let's make a subscription
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:36 PM

Nicola Galli
Debts for what?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:38 AM

Gisel La Riccia
Go to Big Brother certainly Signorini makes success
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 4:34 PM

Fabio Fcim Zitarosa
You deserved life imprisonment, so you got off easy...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:28 PM

Enzo Napo
Get a transfer from Amanda
Isa Christmas
Confess go to jail! Room and board for life 😊
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 1:11 AM

Antonello Ferraro
Payment reminder
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:36 PM

Luke Sanso
Tell the girl's family...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:50 AM

Giuseppe Sacco
You are out..... don't expect too much
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:44 PM

Michele Donatone
What a creepy face
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 10:46 PM

Salvatore Messina
Get them from your daddy
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:01 PM

Fabio UP Fabio
How I would do Amanda, my mother
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 6:28 PM

Luca Crisciotti
With one million and two million debts, the problem is not yours but that of your creditors.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:27 PM

Giuliano Checchi
Bongiorno costa CARA......
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:25 AM

Zacchi Davide
When on the bright side you could do life imprisonment
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:39 AM

Leporale Paul
I keep this for the bidet
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:51 PM
Enzo Yattaman Castrini
poor thing, I suppose, is the fault of the Count and Maio!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:55 PM

Federica Borsini
he thinks about the image.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 12:59 PM

Cristina Cinquini
He cares about the image he...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:41 PM

Giuseppe Zaccone
You have a life ahead of you to pay your debts, that girl has no life anymore!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:38 PM

Dino Falletta
Ask Daddy ...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:24 PM

Michele Lattanzio
You Likes living in villas with swimming pools
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:26 PM

Vincenzo Intermite
I propose a collection....poor child
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:46 PM

Stefano Luddi
You have been absolved by the law of the menga rather than those who have given you credit...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:36 PM

Maximum Christmas
They also denied him compensation.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:34 PM

Joseph Bonaposta
Do you sleep peacefully at night?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:13 PM

Francesco Caselli
Why don't you tell the truth
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:05 PM

Giuseppe Moscato
If you give me the iban number I will make the deposit.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 6:41 AM

Lorenzo Pola
Who cares works. It's already worked out well for you.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 4:36 AM

Laura Pucali
But please, you should be in jail with your worthy companion. And you complain as well? But go to.....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:42 PM

Roy Francesco Cannavò
But who gave him these debts?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:26 PM

Stefano Silenzi
Call the lawyer Bongiorno, he solves the problem
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:47 PM

Francesco Delli Paoli
Goes to big brother
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:39 PM

Luisella Porzio
And who cares...?!?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:25 PM

Capotosti Luciano
Now D'Urso takes care of it
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:36 PM

Klara Hinz
Maybe you didn't deserve anything else! But justice.....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:00 PM

Daniele Diotallevi
Good morning costicchia dear
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:16 PM

Andrea del Nero
Perhaps a joy...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 6:42 AM

Savino C. D'Elicio
Evidently freedom has a "price"!
Edited - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:29 AM

Giuseppe Galati de Pusches
The truth always has two sides you have to verify what it says
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:15 PM

Marco Cannavacciuolo
You are right. You have a debt.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 11:21 PM

Nicola Sorio
Serves you right! You still have the courage to speak!! Go to your Amanda and have her give it
to you!!! Bastards
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:38 PM

Carmine Faggiano
Get arrested... room and board for free!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 2:59 AM

Mariagrazia Reina
So what? Let's make a collection???Poor........
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:16 PM

Curly Pina
You deserve this and more Amanda got rich poor fool who fell for his game
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:21 PM

Giovanni Vaccarotti
Welcome to the club be yours!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:08 PM

Carlo Eutizi
So know know sollecito semicit.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:19 PM

Mazzanti Maurizio
I am happy because I consider you a murderer
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:30 PM

Luigi Megna
there are stables to shovel........
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:06 AM

Pina Pulvirenti
Serves you right killer
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:30 PM

Marco Cannavacciuolo
You are right. You have a debt.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 11:21 PM

Nicola Sorio
Serves you right! You still have the courage to speak!! Go to your Amanda and have her give it to you!!! Bastards
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:38 PM

Carmine Faggiano
Get arrested.... room and board for free!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 2:59 AM

Mariagrazia Reina
So what? Let's make a collection???Poor.......
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:16 PM

Curly Pina
You deserve this and more Amanda got rich poor fool who fell for his game
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:21 PM

Giovanni Vaccarotti
Welcome to the club be yours!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:08 PM

Carlo Eutizi
So know know sollecito semicit.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:19 PM

Mazzanti Maurizio
I am happy because I consider you a murderer
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:30 PM

Luigi Megna
there are stables to shovel.......
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:06 AM

Pina Pulvirenti
Serves you right killer
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:30 PM

Oifla Icificap
In Italy the sentences are respected only when the alleged bad wolf is condemned and put to the pillory.

Giuseppe Truentini
Get them from giulia Bongiorno

Alberto Graziani
Poor thing... let's make a group x a fundraiser x help him...

Lukasz Sbutisky
Solicitoo soo soo solicitooo euu eeu

De Mola Francesco
Which image are you talking about?

Mara Reo
Yes but you live and she doesn't

Giancarlo Mansueto
Core de grandmother, porello...

Andy Kj
Run ... if you do not have the money you can not pay.

Andy Kj replied - 1

Paolo Barone
If you come by I can give you 10 euros...

Pampani Antonio
But you have to suck it up

Oifla Icificap
In Italy the sentences are respected only when the alleged bad wolf is condemned and put to the
pillory.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:43 AM

Giuseppe Truentini
Get them from giulia Bongiorno
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:47 PM

Alberto Graziani
Poor thing... let's make a group x a fundraiser x help him...
MAVATTELAPIANDERCULO..VA
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 4:08 AM

Lukasz Sbutisky
 Solicitoo soo soo solicitooy euu euu
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:55 PM

De Mola Francesco
Which image are you talking about?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:15 AM

Mara Reo
Yes but you live and she doesn't
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 7:38 AM

Giancarlo Mansueto
Core de grandmother, porello...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:29 PM

Andy Kj
Run ... if you do not have the money you can not pay.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 6:10 PM

Andy Kj replied - 1

Paolo Barone
If you come by I can give you 10 euros...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:28 AM

Pampani Antonio
But you have to suck it up
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:07 PM

Michele Walter Altieri
and how would you Likes to live ... making "appearances" on TV or in tabloids?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 10:50 AM
Francis Daniel
AND WHAT DO YOU WANT NOW? YOU HAD TO THINK ABOUT IT BEFORE.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:00 AM

Claudio Battisti
But who asked him
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:46 PM

Rita Fusco
If you want I'll give you mine too...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:17 AM

Luca Marcuzzi
You go to work and so you pay your debts
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:48 PM

Florian Olimpini
It's done or nice mo so fuck you
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:18 AM

Federica Federica
Well, who does L is waiting!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 8:27 AM

Titta Carmine Cerbone De Gais
And who .....si pepsi cola
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 7:02 PM

Gianni Moscatiello
You are just one of the many daddy's sons who could afford the best lawyers and get acquitted.
You are just a worm
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:13 PM

Andrea Il Principino Tucceri
Mi fat l sheep
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 1:25 AM

Andrea Il Principi... replied - 2

Giancarlo Moro
more flour for Barbarella durso !
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:27 AM

Dani Stefi
You were acquitted only xche full of money sooner or later everything comes back x me you can
even die
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 5:12 PM

Rolando Galeazzi
But which image!!!!!! You're just a daddy's boy delinquent who saved you and the other
delinquent from life by sending an innocent man to jail, but there's a Christ and it's going to get
worse.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:15 AM

Salvatore Gullo
Must hoe the combs
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 11:09 PM

Gino Giovinazzi
But who cares
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:19 PM

Francesco Cotroneo
Here is the guest prox Barbarella.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 5:43 PM

Michela Bardelle
Go to work! In many supermarkets they look for shelves.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 11:41 PM

Francis Cato
Go steal, and never be seen again. Do not forget,
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 5:32 PM

Giacomo Spano
Get a job... murderer.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:17 PM

Stefano Boneschi
Costa la bongiorno as a lawyer
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:10 PM

Elena Tasinato
as far as I'm concerned, it should be you instead of meredith.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 1:42 AM

Camellia Pascu
But shut up maybe.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:27 AM
Paolo Roberto Secci
Davide Sanna explain to him how to make money?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 7:28 PM

2

Marco Birds
That you kill someone and then sell other books and appearances
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:42 AM

Antonello Pandolfo
Also he the umpteenth victim of the Italian bad justice...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 7:29 AM

Dino Need
It's going hard
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:21 AM

Rolando Occhialini
don't try......
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:16 PM

Ruggero Tortorici
When you have 20,000 euros in debt you can worry about finding a way to repay them. When you have 1.2 million debts you can also avoid worrying, the problem is only with creditors: never worry about a problem that cannot be solved.
33 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:19 PM

Emanuele Caputo replied - 1

Fanelli Sergio
??????? But it will be fake.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 1:55 AM

Gianmaria Gervasi
You blossomed a little too much
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:05 AM

Valeria Bottiglieri
Excuse me.... but seriously? I thought it was a news of Lercio
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:26 AM

Simone Lo White
You should be in jail...murderer
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:12 PM
Gianluca Stolfà
And who cares....sei only a murderer
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 7:37 PM

Marco Fieroni
Oh you bastard! You thought you'd get away with it, tell the truth! for what you've done you should take two little steps forward.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:32 PM

3

Franco Damiani
. And you are ca... I do not put it there
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:37 PM

Francesco Paolo Montemurro
Don't worry, the daddy has the petioles.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:45 PM

Passy Flora
Ask Amanda....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:20 PM

Vegas CJ
Submerged in payment reminders

Bride Sauro
You were supposed to rot in jail and instead there went the " moro "....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:30 PM

Raffaello Matrisciano
Ask Meredith, maybe she would be happy to have 1 million euros in debt, but be alive. Her friend in the states, on the other hand, got money out of it by seeing the story.

Alberto Diamante replied - 26

Luqmàn Kaoutar Fortuna
Of grace that you are not at the cage beautiful Italy eh
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:46 PM

Mimmo Cortese
Get your debts paid by the former americana
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - 7 hours needle
Ledy Campese
And on the pavement you have to stay!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:34 PM

Nicoletta Telera
Let's make a poor little collection BUT MALEDETTO VALEDETTO
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:03 AM

Octavio de Giovanni
his little American dummy friend, she was smarter than him.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:48 PM

Luca Gargano
Finding a job is too humiliating
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:54 PM

Roberto Caserta
Nn pay to anyone....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:19 AM

Giuseppe D'Ercole replied - 1

Carlo Lattanzio
ask rudy
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:32 AM

Code Sherry
And who are you? We do not care thanks
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:22 PM

Fulvio Borrini
did you want the oscar?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:16 PM

Effe
Raffele Sollecito mavaffanculo and afterwards go to work
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:18 PM

Marisa Bruno
Go to D'Urso
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:02 AM

Iorio Peppe
MA' ANCH' SÌ VIV' HOWEVER GULAKITEMMUORT.....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 1:57 PM
Marzia Cianciulli
The real dramas are the people who work and break their backs x try to make ends meet! The Daily Fact sometimes puts news worthy of a D'Urso program...

Giacomo Gramazio replied - 5

Dani Dan
Ridiculous! You did it all by yourself. If you didn't kill anyone, it wouldn't happen to you.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 7:55 AM

Giovanna Castigliani
all this money as you've spent it?????....f why do you give a damn, they've defended you well!!!!!...now go to work....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:12 PM

Bab Morley
I wonder how you get into debt 1, 2 million, as soon as I go below 1000 everything freezes and calls me debt collection

Isabella Nobili replied - 2

Lorenzo Fusó
To have 1.2 million euros of debt you must have spent money.... But obviously someone gave you credit... On what basis? I had more controls for a 100 k mortgage than with an rx. And they almost didn't want to give it to me
Edited - 10 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:04 AM

Vincenzo Colaianna
Your father brought him to ruin you had to rot in jail with that.........
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 11:14 PM

Alberto Diamante
Some considerations on the sentence of Rudy Guede to "conspiracy to commit murder":

It's true that at the trial against Rudy Guede, the Court found him guilty of "conspiracy to commit murder" and referred several times to Amanda and Raffaele as the correi of the murder. But this should make anyone with a minimum of respect for the law and due process shudder.

1. Amanda and raffaele had not yet been tried.
2. DNA had not yet been analyzed by defense experts or independents
3. Amanda and Raffaele were not defendants:
4. Amanda and Raffaele could not defend themselves from the accusations
5. A/R lawyers were not and could not be present and present an alternative theory of evidence
6. The Court has taken for sacrosanct truth the statements of the prosecution (many of which were later denied),
7. I have never heard in any country in the world that a court finds two people guilty who are not even charged, have never been tried and deserve the presumption of innocence before any trial against them.
8. Not even in the worst banana republics would a judge allow himself to condemn people who are not even charged and have no criminal record.

Alberto Diamante replied - 32
Marco Bernardi
Debt of 1.2 million? And how did you do it? Poor guy
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:12 PM

Paola De Simone
Be thankful for daddy's big money if you managed to get away with it: you are guilty for me and also your little friend and you have been defended by the best lawyers to get out of this story unscathed, also who knows how much money you have given to the only person who is currently in jail and is serving a sentence despite being innocent and who is keeping his mouth shut, in fact he has never proclaimed his innocence and has accepted all this with a strange resignation; in my opinion you dear Raffaele that night you killed Meredith because you were so stoned together with your girlfriend in a murky game of three and the only witness of the story has decided to take the blame in exchange for who knows how much money; I conclude by saying that if you have managed to get away with the Italian justice for now I hope that at least the divine one does not give you any escape.
Edited - 19 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 1:38 AM

Teresa Iazzani replied - 4

Nergal Nabueridu
Victims do not speak while monsters do! It is human militarist nature, even if it has been acquitted, it does not mean that it is innocent, so human bullshit has to be cornered at the ends of the world! The Italian justice is a bizarre absurd justice, after the events of the CSM for how it recommends all friends of friends and that anyone can abuse the power and the role it plays. But what is even more serious in fact who abuses power is often promoted and honest people who fight for the integrity of the country? They will be condemned to suffer hellish punishment in every public institution at the crucifix. The true face of a nation in the eyes of the people and that is in the game, and that the chain of events follows one another as if it had never happened quickly forgotten, because it lives in a chronically ill system where the disease is now in its final stage.
Edited - 5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:20 PM

Rosary Giambona
She is out because her lawyer was a certain Giulia Bongiorno, and in those days she also had a
certain political influence, let's remember that she was Andreotti's lawyer, the rest of the idea that
the murder can not not know, was in a house of a few square meters. Then too many negligence
of the Carabinieri, remember that the father was a person known in the village, it reminds me a
lot of the Vannini story.

4 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 10:16 AM

Giuseppe Borello
And who are you going to tell
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 2:26 AM

Francesco Emulo
But as you were in Ferrari now you ran out of money
Edited - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:15 PM

Antonella Conti
I wonder how a murderer can be at liberty! If I were that girl's mother, I would take you out of the
world!
6 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:39 PM

Mamadu Mbutu replied - 8

Nicola Addati
I don't want to get into a controversy with anyone. Nor do I want to lecture on the principle of
presumption of innocence or on the meaning of "the fact does not exist" since they are explained
not in universities, but in compulsory school. The story of Enzo Tortora has taught nothing
apparently. That said, I hope very much that Sollecito does not take a ride here and read the
comments of so many of you, because he would recover 10 million and not 1.2 querelendovi i for
defamation.
Edited - 5 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:08 AM

Angelino Pennella
but fuck off lazy go work the face of a person not very honest I do not believe your innocence
just do not believe it
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:25 PM

Marco Azzena
I would not even get one million credits
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:45 PM

Alberto Diamante
For those who continue to think that Amanda and Raffaele are guilty:

1. Why is there no recording (audio or video) of the interrogations? Keep in mind that both
Amanda and Raffaele were intercepted non-stop in the days following the discovery of
Meredith's lifeless body (as revealed by pm Mignini). And why did the investigators first say that
the recordings were lost, and then that they never existed?
2. Why wasn't Mignini (who was on trial at the time for abuse of office himself) recused?
Mignini was then convicted (for arresting two journalists, Douglas Preston and Mario Spezi for
the sole purpose of intimidating them and avoiding further embarrassment). Mignini was then
saved by the CSM.
3. Why the hard disks (which would have proved Amanda and Raffaele's alibi) were destroyed
during the file copying phase? Not one, THREE hard drives were ruined.
4. Why did the police lie to Amanda, telling her that she was HIV positive, simply to get her to
reveal the names of all her lovers, and then discredit her as a "slut"? What does Amanda's sexual
relations have to do with the Kercher case?
5. Why wasn't Guede investigated immediately, especially since he had committed almost the
exact same theft two weeks earlier (climbing an even higher wall and window) with a kitchen
knife in his hand?
6. Why did they take for true the statements of obviously not credible people? (an old lady who
could not have heard what he said, and who was obviously confused about the times and dates of
the alleged event; a declared heroin addict ("I always use heroin") who described in detail the
night before the crime, the night before Halloween, when he saw Amanda, Raffaele and Guede
together; to finish, the manager of a supermarket, who first said he saw "a girl buy something",
then changed records, saying: "Yes, it was Amanda and she bought something", finally he said
that "it was Amanda and she bought some house cleaning products, located in the back of the
store)?
7. Why were the crucial interviews conducted around midnight, when Amanda and Raffaele, two
twenties in their twenties, were exhausted, confused, numb and willing to say anything to the
investigators?
8. Why were more than 10 investigators used in turn to "break down" Amanda and force her to
confess?
9. Why did the investigators assume that "see you later," which in English means "goodbye/
hello" in a text message sent by Amanda to Lumumba meant "You and I will meet later to kill
someone"?
10. The European Court ruled that Amanda's rights were violated when she was questioned
without a lawyer and without a competent interpreter. Therefore, the confession was not admitted
to the criminal trial. However, in a bizarre turn of events, both criminal and civil trials were held
in the same courtroom, simultaneously, in the presence of the same jury. In other words, the same
jury was asked to ignore the confession in relation to the criminal case but take it into account in
the civil case.
11. How could Amanda, Raffaele and Guede coordinate a murder when according to the
investigators themselves, A/R did not have Guede's cell phone number (and vice versa, Guede
did not have theirs)? In fact, even the Assize Court rejected the crazy conspiracy thesis. So, how
do you explain the murder? In a turn of pure madness, the Assize Court said that A/R were going
to the house in via della Pergola and they met Guede by chance. All three went to the cottage
together, and while A/R went to make love, Guede was going to talk to Meredith. Then (again
according to the Assize Court), while A/R were making love, they heard Guede attacking
Meredith. Instead of stopping him and calling the police, the two of them suddenly, without any
sensible reason, decided to join him and massacre Meredith, first trying to involve her in an orgy,
then stabbing her.
12. Even Guede, in a Skype call intercepted by the police, said "Amanda had nothing to do with it".

13. Why did they insist on trying to find traces of DNA belonging to Amanda and Raffaele, when all the world's experts (including the factory that produces the equipment used in the DNA measurements, Applied Biosystems Inc.) said that there was not enough genetic material on the bra strap to determine who the DNA belonged to? (Under 50 RFU, or Relative Fluorescence Units, the DNA becomes like a grainy film, where you can "identify" the killer, if that's what you're looking for (in a form of apophenia), or you can identify a hundred other people, because they have the same generic and inaccurate features of the "blurred, grainy" image of the video. As I said, the company that uses the most used equipment for these types of tests, ABI has recommended a minimum of 150 RFU (i.e., three times more than used). Many forensic labs have recorded a limit between 50 and 100 RFU, but never below 50, as wanted by the pm in this case in a desperate attempt to find traces of DNA.

14. Why has the Court of Assizes made so many illogical statements in order to accept the prosecution's absurd arguments?

15. Why did Amanda and Raffaele not refuse to talk to the investigators, asking for a lawyer (as did Meredith's other English friends?) Why did Amanda not immediately flee Italy (as did Amanda's English friends?) Why cooperate with the police?

Moreno Proietti
You at least live, you killed the poor thing and she is no longer there !!!! Shut up and get a job
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:22 PM

Enrico Carrossino
but he's a badass. Always with the knife between the teeth
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 6:14 PM

Giovanna Leonetti
Who makes mistakes in life then finds himself with the bill to pay.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:46 PM

Italo Di Sabantonio
You are a mass of limited, you fill your mouth with opinions without having the slightest right to judge, massa de m a l a t i
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:16 PM

Giorgio de Matteis
I propose to solicit the establishment of a foundation to which its supporters can pay their donations.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:22 AM

Vito Brunori
Beyond the known events ... it is not easy to make a debt of this size
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:30 PM
Stefano Monopoli
To follow until the last seconds :https://youtu.be/gbOjYpH1WdM

Meredith Kercher Murder. Talk with prosecutors Comodi and Mignini, 2017 - English subtitles
youtube.com
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:37 PM

Alberto Diamante replied - 1

Tommaso Bozzi
Go begging
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 1:22 PM

Angel Schemmari
Usually the state compensates for unfair imprisonment certainly times are slow in Italy but I think a little bit will take as compensation.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:24 AM

Mario Rossi
How many employees at the cadastre have debts of 1.2 million?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:21 AM

Alexis Calafiore
We are still waiting for you to tell us what happened that night. Because you and your ex-girlfriend have only told balls and the truth is that the poor little black man is in jail convicted in a contest of homocide (with who is not given to know it) and the 2 rich white people are out.
3 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:15 PM

Calafiore Alessio replied - 2

Pietro Micaroni
But poor mama's boy. Let's make a crowdfunding
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:56 AM

Adr Car
Will have to give them to the good morning, which did not send him to jail
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:54 PM

Rosary Giambona
No way to go to work, right?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 10:09 AM

Alberto Diamante
The worst thing about this whole story is that there are a lot of people who, based on three gossip they read in the newspapers, believe they are ready to accuse two innocent kids of being psycho
killers.

No wish to inform themselves, to read, to know the cards and the motivations. What's the point?

Just shoot some nonsense on Facebook and feel intelligent. It doesn't matter that the Supreme Court acquitted these two innocent boys.

Then complain that Italy is falling apart.... that journalists are priced, that it's all a conspiracy....

Salvatore Li Greci
Under the bridges together with the nutrie there is space
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:12 PM

Alessandro Bergamo
Now let's make a martyr out of him and let that American bitch who made the money help him.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 4:32 PM

Moscatello Angel
Now let's make a collection x
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:46 PM

Maurizio Riggi
It is amusing to read 4 ignorant people with the third grade and 3 shampiste criticize a perfect sentence without ever having read a page of a trial resolved by the supreme judges of the Supreme Court... not by coachbuilders and beauticians.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:38 PM

Daniele Marcucci
Requests a Payment Reminder
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:10 PM

Nicola Barbetti
You could tell the truth
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:59 PM

Aldo De Nicolò
We will see him soon at Big Brother VIP
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:58 PM

Giuseppe Grijn Leaf Coal
Nice comments from the Facebook Court of Cassation judges. Tons of mentally challenged.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:45 PM
Franco Monagheddu
It was enough not to make debts.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:49 PM

Roberto Degni
I would reopen that process the face I do not Likes!!!!!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 5:21 AM

Fabio Amadei
Get them from Amanda, 2 murderers
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:43 AM

Lorenzo Luzzi Conti
But in the end who was Raffaë?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:55 PM

Carmine Mignone
Did you have the money, did you squander it? Make do with it
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:31 PM

Maurizio Coccia
Kill cor gas that is meio.!!!!!!!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:53 PM

Lucky Chicken
you are a filthy xxxx. I would make you rot other than debts
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 12:15 PM

Mo Nikat
and to the people????
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - 11 hours ago

Maximum Joy
Who gives a fuck
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 12:09 PM

Tiziana Di-Dio Paolello
Enrico Antonuccio we can help you
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 9:42 AM

Alessandro Tedeschi
He received the reminder
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 9:35 AM

Gaetana Zaccone
Who gives a fuck
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 8:23 AM

Luigia Hooks
Still speaking on this!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 8:18 AM

Enzo Di Santi
Poor beast.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 8:15 AM

Roby Sixty-seven
You could shoot yourself in the face...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 8:14 AM

Stefania Fagni
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 8:12 AM

Simone Militi
Drama?????? Get him elected in the 5 dung
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 8:05 AM

Devincenzi Daniela
Get buggered
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 7:23 AM

Stefania Ascani
[Play video]
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 5:21 AM

Francesca Guerini Rocco
Well is little
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 5:10 AM

Orietta Calisi
What about us?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 5:01 AM

Silvia Severoni
But you put them there
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 2:35 AM

Andrea Nichele
Go to work
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 2:34 AM
Valentina Iaia Bresolin
Ecchissenefrega
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 1:39 AM

Mario Faraoni
It's what you deserve
4 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 1:15 AM

Luca Ciummo
You should have stayed at the Gabbio.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 12:14 AM

Rosy Moccia
Take out a mortgage
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Yesterday at 12:10 AM

Marisa Fusaro
Poor dear!!!
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 8:13 PM

Andrea Breviario
Cxxxxx yours
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 6:36 PM

Alfo Alo
Arranged
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 5:09 PM

Angel Zarrillo
Lair of gallows
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 4:49 PM

Franca Loi
Sorry
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 4:44 PM

Ida Cara Luciani
How sad
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:34 PM

Lucius Verrecchia
And to us?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:20 PM

Marilisa Molteni
It is very difficult to think of him as innocent
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:47 PM
Alberto Diamante replied - 1

Alex Guerini
What image????????
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:38 PM

Megamicro Micromega
Do not underestimate karma
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:07 PM

Stefania Maganza
Many people don't believe but......Everything comes back
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 1:55 PM

Giuseppe Blasi
xxxxxxsi poor
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 1:40 PM

Antonio Masin
sell the two kidneys and liver
Edited - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 1:11 PM

Viviana Neri
You've earned this you deserve this
7 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 10:28 AM

Gaia Bi
So what?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 8:08 AM

Chiara Cialdi
Patience!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 7:27 AM

Antonello Comparative
May you die, infamous
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:22 AM

Andrea Alimenti
In jail you should be
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:05 AM

Antonio Orlando
Go to work ...scoundrel...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:05 AM

Nino Curti
Brau pirla.....!!!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:52 AM

Paolo Cimino
So what?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:47 AM

Stefano Germini
Who cares....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:21 AM

Carla Mini
Who cares? .......
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 1:34 AM

Gaia Bi
So what?
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 8:08 AM

Chiara Cialdi
Patience!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 7:27 AM

Domenico Ferullo
Goes gruosso fatigue ca si grusso
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 4:31 AM

Antonello Comparative
May you die, infamous
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:22 AM

Andrea Alimenti
In jail you should be
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:05 AM

Antonio Orlando
Go to work ...scoundrel...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 3:05 AM

Nino Curti
Brau pirla.....!!!!!
Paolo Cimino
So what?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:47 AM

Stefano Germini
Who cares....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 2:21 AM

Carla Mini
Who cares? .......
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 1:34 AM

Alfy Sara De Marco
Arramgiati
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Saturday at 1:31 AM

Luisa Simoni
Raffaele the Karma......
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 11:41 PM

Michele Baba Jaga Calvelli
Suicide yourself!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 6:59 PM

Valerio Cardinali
MURDERER, ONLY IN THIS ROTTEN COUNTRY YOU COULD BE ACQUITTED, I WISH YOU ALL THE WORST EVIL PIG
12 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 5:46 PM

Ciro Ciriello
[Play video]
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 5:11 PM

Daniele Pol
I am pleased
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 4:54 PM

Laura Calcagno
and then???
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 4:13 PM

Simona Bi
Go to America....
Sergio Abati
Go to work Sucker
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:46 PM

Letizia Piercamilli
Occasionally good news
6 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:42 PM

Umberto Leonetti
Garbage is what you are
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:37 PM

Maurizio Buccolini
And you
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:35 PM

Amedeo Marcelli
Meredith is worse off than you!
10 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:27 PM

Graziano de Santis
Sell the Porsche....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:15 PM

Domenico Gallo
and whoever fucks
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 3:09 PM

Luke the Duke
This is called Charma
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:59 PM

Refresh Afilani
Pedal
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:55 PM

Claudio Cardone
It goes hard
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:46 PM

Sebastiano Di Mauro
And who cares
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:41 PM
Daniele Mazzarini
You should starve for justice
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Friday at 2:24 PM

Caterina Tessarolo Cappuccio
Exactly, who knows what he did
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:58 PM

Maximum Bitetto
You should rot in jail
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:45 PM

Carlo Mangili
[Play video]
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:45 PM

Carlo Mangili
[Play video]
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:45 PM

Rino Spagnoletti
Go to work half a saw
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:41 PM

Luciana Catozzi
Ecchisene..........
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:22 PM

Rocco la Cognata
Daddy will take care of it
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:13 PM

Danilo Carretta
Gaia Bussani is your moment, host it
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:08 PM

Rino Spagnoletti
Go to work half a saw
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:41 PM

Luciana Catozzi
Ecchisene..........
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:22 PM

Rocco la Cognata
Daddy will take care of it
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:13 PM

Danilo Carretta
Gaia Bussani is your moment, host it
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:08 PM

Rocco la Cognata
Daddy will take care of it
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:13 PM

Danilo Carretta
Gaia Bussani is your moment, host it
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:08 PM

Gabriella Di Canio
You graduated your father and lawyer go to work
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:54 PM
Alessandro Digregorio replied - 1

Benven Lulu
Your Problems
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:51 PM

Nicolò Montalbano
... e sti caaaa !!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:45 PM

Alessandro Fanti
BUT WHO CARES
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:43 PM

Annamaria Grueco
Just don't do them!!!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:29 PM

Giancarlo Girelli
But who is it?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:29 PM

Renzo Monti
And who cares
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:00 PM

Giorgio Guarisa
Sode
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:51 AM

Blue Chrysalis
When you say.... Karma
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:44 AM

Gianna Paola Di Bitonto
Get help from foxy noxy
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:16 AM

Gabriella Di Canio
You graduated your father and lawyer go to work
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:54 PM
Alessandro Digregorio replied - 1

Benven Lulu
Your Problems
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:51 PM

Nicolò Montalbano
... e sti caxxx !!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:45 PM

Alessandro Fanti
BUT WHO CARES
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:43 PM

Annamaria Grueco
Just don't do them!!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:29 PM

Giancarlo Girelli
But who is it?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:29 PM

Renzo Monti
And who cares
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:00 PM

Giorgio Guarisa
Sode
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:51 AM

Blue Chrysalis
Gianna Paola Di Bitonto
Get help from foxy noxy
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:16 AM

Gabriella Di Canio
You graduated your father and lawyer go to work
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:54 PM
Alessandro Digregorio replied - 1

Benven Lulu
Your Problems
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:51 PM

Nicolò Montalbano
... e sti caxxx !!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:45 PM

Alessandro Fanti
BUT WHO CARES
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:43 PM

Annamaria Grueco
Just don't do them!!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:29 PM

Giancarlo Girelli
But who is it?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:29 PM

Renzon Monti
And who cares
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 12:00 PM

Giorgio Guarisa
Sode
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:51 AM

Blue Chrysalis
When you say.... Karma
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:44 AM

Gianna Paola Di Bitonto
Get help from foxy noxy
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:16 AM

Michele Rella
puppy....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:12 AM

Matteo Mannino
Who gives a fuck
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:11 AM

Umberto Stabia
Karma slowly
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 11:01 AM

Strong Sybil
But poor thing.... Shame
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:18 AM

Leo Cra
Hopefully it will stay there
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 10:17 AM

Christine Mary
Who gives a fuck
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:57 AM

Marco Fagnani
Sorry.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:45 AM

Gabriele Carubini
Spiaze
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:42 AM

Desiree Antonacci
Still speaks
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:38 AM

Marco Maffei
cazzituoi
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:32 AM

De Gennaro Gabri
But your daddy doesn't give you pocket money? It's strange that you're going to work in a rut!
Dedicated Antimo
Go To Steal
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:25 AM

Domenico Maiullari
I urge you go to work
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:16 AM

Annarita Ratta
Lmts
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 9:15 AM

Augustus Pietropaoli
Sti fuck
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:57 AM

Leotine Tiziana
Oh poor thing....
Karma
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:51 AM

Sandra Duarte
Write a book and solve the problem.
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:35 AM

David Soldiers
And therefore...!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:34 AM

Gaetanina Di Ruzza
Who cares
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:22 AM

Antonia Parisi
What a disappointment
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:22 AM

Beppe Beraldo
Ciavate
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:18 AM

Lorenzo Nobile
Little.....
Federico Vitale  
Best wishes  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:13 AM

Silvano Hall  
poor guy !!!! santo immediately  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:08 AM

Maurizio Benedetti  
So what?  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:06 AM

Valentina Rappazzo  
Murder you and that American slut!  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 8:03 AM

Beatrice Pennacchi  
Poor guy....  
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:59 AM  
Beatrice Replied Brushes - 2

Andrea Zack  
Prostitute yourself.....and get lost...  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:57 AM

Anna Sechi Rbf  
Eh, poor little star!

Fabio Paganotti  
Morris Momentè Paganotti  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:38 AM

Clelia De Simone  
Stic....  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:37 AM

Raffaele Astarita  
.......and who cares!!!  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:31 AM

Maria Teresa Abbinante  
But he still has the courage to speak  
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 7:16 AM
Antonio Milia
Still nothing....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 6:03 AM

Mauro Cassani
For so little?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 5:59 AM

Matteo Ferioli
Reminder... of eviction
7 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 5:13 AM
Alessandro Fare replied - 1

Lella Found
Go big brother there all those Likes you....
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 5:03 AM

Konga Apple
[Play video]
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:52 AM

Nino Orphan
Debts for how much ?!??
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:38 AM

Antonino Catania
famous na collection
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:27 AM

Pietro Mancuso
Pora star
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:23 AM

Stefano Conforti
Who cares
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:21 AM

Stephen of Augustine
[Play video]
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:17 AM

German Mary
You could have thought about it before
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 4:06 AM
Vittorio Di Giovanni
Be thankful you're out
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:48 AM

Claudio Alviani
And you are ca..i
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:18 AM

Marcello Concetti
[Play video]
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:17 AM

Maria Teresa Bonacucina
Who is it?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 3:06 AM

Mario Guarascio
Luca Sergio
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:40 AM

Cat Ale
Nadia Salviato
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:37 AM

Giuseppe Macchione
In jail
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:12 AM

Michele Scianandrone
What you did is even worse
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 2:02 AM

Gino Vantuno replied - 6

Sara Arsa
Steal you back in
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:53 AM

Daniele Lusuardi
Are you hesitating?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:45 AM

Federico Straffi
[Play video]
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:39 AM
Simonetta Gargari
She's worse Meredith
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 16 at 1:08 AM

Dario Majeta Canesso
Cassi tui

Mina Guarnieri
Shame on you!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 11:43 PM

Massimo Olivieri
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 10:09 PM

Andrea Cuccarese
There is worse
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 9:52 PM

Johnny Gabrielli
Shoot yourself!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 7:49 PM

Elena Russo
It's called karma
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 7:45 PM

Lisa Magherini
Karma doesn't get one wrong
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 7:11 PM

In the Lean
Poor guy
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 6:47 PM

Md Akter Hossain
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:56 PM

Elisa Tonolini
Godo.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:48 PM

Alessandro Isola
It's okay that you're free...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:47 PM

Massimiliano Piersanti
Are you hesitating?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:34 PM

Agnese Marrazzo
Everything is back! Karma!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:33 PM

Annarita D'Auria
Poor guy
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:26 PM

Marco Celentano
Sti caxxi
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:14 PM

Vincenzo Marino
Write here your IBAN
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:13 PM

Cecilia Migliosi
Little.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 5:05 PM

Maria Angela Paleari
Go to Barbarella
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:53 PM

Maximum Pellegatta replied - 3

Inturri Silvana
It's who gives a shit
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:52 PM

Monicapaola Mazzoli
You are young go to work
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:32 PM

Irene Polenta
No mercy
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:30 PM
Irene Polenta replied - 4
Gisella Bertal
Karma
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:28 PM

Mauro D'Aloia
An annuity?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:21 PM

Elena Pisu
Who cares?
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:15 PM

Karen Brightwell
is the minimum.....
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 4:12 PM

Compartment Domenico
Who gives a shit
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:56 PM

Alessandro Trombini
Piccoloooo

Mariano Murenu
But who cares!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:41 PM
Mirco Zanichelli replied - 1

Monica Pellegrina
Alessandra Giombini provoke me!
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:27 PM
Alessandra Giombini replied - 1

De Vito Ruggero
Murderer and fake
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:26 PM

Agnese Marrazzo
I hope the news is true!
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:24 PM

Erino Darno
REMAINS SCENE
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:15 PM
Simone Taricani
Damn it to the peppa
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:10 PM
Mario Dominici replied - 1

Andrea Sujaan Cassi
Esticazzi
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 3:07 PM

Claudio Bonoli
You could have gone to jail
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:45 PM

Paolo Correale
write a book
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:40 PM

Paola Logs
Go cry on the coffin of the girl that you have murdered
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:34 PM

Flaviano Graziani
and tools!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:34 PM

Andrea Sensi
Do you chew?
2 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:26 PM

Nino Federici
Had you been to the cage, you would not have had any debt, and I would have been happy to support you.
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:22 PM

Gianluca Mattei
Sorry!!!
1 - Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:21 PM

Giancarlo Merrina
[Play video]
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:19 PM

Luciana Iasbitz
Arrangements
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:18 PM
Cecilia Salvadori
You got lucky...
Likes - Dislikes - Reply - More - Oct 15 at 2:17 PM